Proven innovation that helps customers modernize their infrastructure from Edge to Cloud

What does this mean to you?

Lenovo and AMD have a rich history of innovation, building on years of engineering collaboration. Lenovo has refreshed the AMD-based ThinkSystem and ThinkAgile server portfolio with AMD EPYC™ processors. Lenovo's ThinkSystem and ThinkAgile servers with AMD EPYC™ processors empower customers to modernize IT from Edge to Cloud, helping improve security and deliver better business outcomes.

The Lenovo and AMD advantage

- **Performance**: Provides fast time to insights
- **Security**: Defends against sophisticated security threats
- **Reliability**: Provides extremely reliable hardware
- **Energy Efficiency**: Delivers highly energy-efficient solutions

Together, Lenovo and AMD are providing innovative, reliable, energy-efficient and powerful infrastructure solutions to help customers modernize their infrastructure from Edge to Cloud to help improve security and deliver exceptional business outcomes.

See how enterprises are leveraging the Lenovo and AMD advantage to modernize a smart IT infrastructure.

**Hetzer Online GmbH**: Building a high-performance cloud infrastructure

See how Hetzer Online GmbH, a leading web hosting provider and data center operator based in Germany, has modernized its data center and reduced TCO by up to 30%.

**HUF HAUS**: Building a high-performance, future-ready IT foundation for accelerating growth

See how HUF HAUS, a manufacturer of premium prefabricated homes, achieved 3x higher compute performance with lower energy consumption and 10x higher storage performance boosts for CAD workplaces.

*Our partnership with Lenovo and AMD enables us to create customizable servers that meet our customers’ requirements: high performance, energy-efficient cloud services at affordable prices.*

Markus Schade
Head of Cloud Services, Hetzer Online GmbH

Leaving the data center: ThinkAgile servers with AMD EPYC™ processors are helping our customers modernize IT from Edge to Cloud, improve security and deliver exceptional business outcomes.

**Hetzner Online GmbH**

**HUF HAUS**

Read more

**Contact us**

Talk to an expert and find out how you can leverage the Lenovo and AMD advantage.

Lenovo’s ThinkSystem and ThinkAgile servers with AMD EPYC™ processors are helping our customers modernize IT from Edge to Cloud, improve security and deliver exceptional business outcomes.
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